The North Carolina Rifle and Pistol Association, the state affiliate of the National Rifle Association, works directly alongside NRA-ILA with registered and professional lobbyists. NCRPA employs the resources of the firm of Kilpatrick, Townsend and Stockton in coordination with Dennis Allen, our Director of Legislative Issues and the NRA-ILA State Director. NCRPA promotes a legislative agenda that is determined by its Board of Directors in collaboration with NCRPA members and the National Rifle Association Institute for Legislative Action.

During this current legislative session, NCRPA and NRA have supported several bills with provisions of NCRPA-supported bills that were passed last session, but vetoed by Gov. Cooper, including:

- H101, The Firearms Liberty Act
- S41, Guarantee 2nd Amendment Freedom and Protections
- H49, Protect Religious Meeting Places
- H189, NC Constitutional Carry Act

Other legislation has been filed that is supported by the NCRPA as well:

- H36, Firearms Training/Probation and Parole Officers
- H72, Firearm Safe Storage Awareness Initiative
- S67, Firearm Safe Storage Awareness Initiative
- H56, Safe Firearm Storage/Tax Exemption and Credit
- H47, School Protection Act

Please click on the links to see the bills and their status. Go to the North Carolina General Assembly website to find your representatives and search for bills. Spend some time on the site, there is a wealth of information available there.

Look over these bills and drop NCRPA's pro-gun friends a quick email to thank them. Along with the primary sponsors, there are many more representatives and senators that are supporting the bills as sponsors. They are supporting our rights; let them know that you support them.

Become a member of NCRPA to bolster efforts to make North Carolina the best place in America for law-abiding firearms owners to live. Contact your legislative representative and Gov. Cooper and let them know you support your Constitutional rights -- and that you expect no less from them.